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Lobos To Meet Fifth-Ranked Jayhawks
By SPORTS INFORMATION,
some 6,000 high school bandsmen,
Kansas U.
is expected for this first meeting
LAWRENCE, Kan.-Strivingto on the gridiron of these rival:>.
become the first Kansas football This will be KU's final game ateam in 16 years to win all of its head of its seven Big Eight skirnon-conference games, the fifth- mishes.
ranked. and unbeaten. Jayhawks
CanMatch '52
host wmless N;w Mex1c? at 1:30
If Coach Pepper Rodgers' exp.m. Saturday m a combmed ~ar- piosive Jayhawks can hurdle the
ents Day ~;~nd Ban? Day headliner Lobos, they'll become the first
at Memonal Stadmm. - .
Kansas squad since 1952 to sweep
A crowd of 42,0()Q, ;ip.cluding , all their. non-league games. The

'52 outfit whipped Texas Christian 13-0, Santa Clara 21-9 Sonthern Methodist 26-0 and 'uklahoma State 12-7, enr~ute to a 7-3
season record.
This year's club, with 85 points
in back-to-hack victories over two
Big Ten opponents, has jumped
off to one of the highest scor!ng
starts in Jayhawk histor · KU
y.

Columbu-s·.:AC Takes:
19-6 lntramura.ls Win;
Independent League II favorite
Columbus Athletic Club took a
hard fought 19-6 win over the 4th
Street, Winos in Intramural football action Monday afternoon. It
was a come-from-behind win as
the Winos drew first blood on a
long bomb that got through a
CAC secondary that was trying
for the interception.
The CAC scored the next time

Makers of Hand Made
Indian .Jewelry
OLDTOWN

q~~
HOUSE OF HALLMARK
OFFERS

The Largest Selection of
Hallmark Cards
Halloween & Party Items
Wedding Invitations
and All Paper Goods
Expert Monogramming
Yes We Have Our New
Xmas Albums in For 1968
3501 Lomas N.e.
255-4989

Giant

Poster
from any photo

it got the ball on a halfback op-·
tion pass to end Jack Leverton
who was all alone <lnd walt:z;ed in
for the TD.
Subsequent CP.LC touchdowns
came on another option pass to
quarterback Ron Mcintire and a
short up-the-:middle pass to Leverton.
The Winos played a game of
hard-nose football and should
present no shortage of problems
for future opponents.
The following teams will see
action in this afternoon's games:
3:45---Field 1: Yaqui vs. Escalante; Field 3: Lambda Chi Alpha
vs. Phi Gamma Delta.
4:45-Field 1: Acoma vs. Navajo; Field 2: Tewa vs. Chimayo;
Field 3: Pharmacy vs. Students
for Democratic Football.

Hecker Removed
As NFL Coach
ATLANTA (UPI) - The Atlanta Falcons fired Norb Hecker
as bead coach and replaced him
with Norm van Brocklin, formerly of the Minnesota Vikings.
Falcon president Rankin Smith,
at a news conference, thus confirmed a rumor which had been circulating for several months.
"Last night I made the agonizing decision to replace Norb Hecker as head coach of the Atlanta
Falcons," Smith said.
"I have felt for some time that
the club was not making the kind
of progress that I had anticipated
in order for it to become competitive in the National Football League," Smith added.
"Although club policy prevents
disclosure of the exact terms of
Van Brocklin's cvontract, I can
say that he definitely will not be an
interim coach."
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Bob Fowler

Fowler Becomes

No.1 Rated End
Lobo split end Bob Fowler has
become quarterback Terry Stone's
leading receiver ever since Ace
Hendricks deserted the offensive
end slot for the defensive secondary.
Fowler, who stands an even six
feet, weighs 170, is a senior from
Las Vegas, Nev.
In three games he bas caught
16 passes for 171 yards. In last
week's game against Arizona be
latched on to nine aerials for 92
yards to lead all receivers by a
wide margin.
Last year he was the third leading pass receiver on the varsity
with 26 receptions for 315 yards
and two touchdowns. He has good
speed and runs the patterns well.
In his freshman year at New
Mexico Military Institute he was
leading rusher and tied for scoring honors.
In high school be was a prepAll American at Bishop Gorman
high school and set three Nevada
state prep records.
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Bernie
ButMrfieJd
is extremely
interested in
your girl friends

*Send any black & white or color
photo (no negatives} and the name
"Swingtine"cutoutfromanySwingline
package (or reasonable facsimile) to:
POSTER-MART, P.O. Box 165,
Woodside, N.Y.ll377. Enclose $1.95
cash, check, or money order (no
C.OD!s}. Add .sales tax where applicable.
Poster rolled and mailed (postpaid) in sturdy tube. Original material returned undamaged. Satisfaction
guaranteed.
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IF IT'S A REALISTIC CAREER DEVaOPMENT PROGRAM
WITH INITIAL RESPONSIBLE ASSIGNMENTS, YOU'VE
FOUND IT!
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EXCELLENT FEDERAL
SERVICE BENEFirs

o.ur brochures are now available In the Placement Office.
S1gn up for an on-campus intervieyl, with our professional
employment representative to~py~ .• i
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Find your life in the Episcopal Church
Inquirer Classes Begirt Oct. 6, 3:00P.M.
Canterbury Chapel 450 Ash N.E.

Optional Hours

ByJOYIIART
Staff Writer
A resolution "that mandatory
Women's Residence Hall's hours
be made optional on an individual basis for women students over
18" was approved last night in
a roll-call vote of 13-4 by the
UNM Student Senate.
After the meeting, Dean Helen
Whiteside commented on what
she called the "farcical" tone of
the resolution and said that she
felt the Senate failed to "reach
much level of depth in thinking"
during their discussion of the
proposition.
Vice President for Student Affairs Harold Lavender, who also
attended the Senate meeting, said
that he thought the resolution
made "a lot of good sense.''
Two Amendments
The resolution as passed contained two amendments which did
not appear in the original which
Senator Steve van Dresser submitted to the Senate last week.
The phrase in the original
document stated "be it resolved
Lobo photo by Rich Stclskal.
that mandatory Women's ResiA resolution stating that hours for residents of women's dorms be dence Hall's hours be abolished."
made optional for those over 18 was approved last night by Student
Van Dresser, author of tbe
Senate. Dean of Women Helen Whiteside said that she felt the Senate resolution, made the motion tbat
failed to "reach much ll'lvel of depth in thinking."
this :po.rt of the bill be o.mcnded
to say "be made optional on an
individual basis for women students over 18".
Major Arguments
Every major argument against
the bill centered around the idea

--------------------·--------Radical Rush

Meeting To Discuss Police

that women who favor hours will
be disenfranchised by the bill,
van Dresser said. Feeling that
the change would absolve this
argument, van Dresser added
that the mechanics of optional
hours could be instituted.
The age limit is fixed at 18,
said van Dresser, because this is
the age of consent.
Other Change
The other change in the resolution was an amendment which
deleted lines that said: "Whereas,
There is no fertility pattern
whieh excludes pregnancy during the summer or prior to eleven
p.m. daily. . !'
A Senate resolution has no real
effect on women's hours, but is
merely an expression of Senate
feelings. Any action on the question must come from the Associated Women's Students, although
action could be taken by the administration if such a proposal
was recommended to them by the
Student Affair's Committee.
Ron Curry, vice-president of
the Associated Students, commented that the main purpose
of a Senate resolution is to create
interest on campus and to educate the student body. "I'm glad
it 'l)nssed," he added.
Belittling Women
.
Although she said that sii~~
"does not disfavor the resolution", Dean Whiteside said that
she felt it "belittled the women
(Continued on page 2)

Law Students Concerned
With Association Liason

Cooper said, "The Brown Berets community," Cooper said.
The Community Action WorkIn the UNM area, there have
shop of Radical Rush will meet launched a campaign this summer been a number of recent arrests
for
a
civilian
review
board
and
tonight with the Brown Berets
in Yale Park and on Central Ave.
and with representatives of the for disciplinary action against of people who were not carrying
,.
Black Student Union to map out policeman Larry Ward who shot "proper"
identification,
said
and Miss Evans is the chairman
and
killed
nn
unarmed
man
in
the
By
SUSAN
SMITH
a program to control the police
of the public relations committee.
Cooper.
valley this summer."
Staff Writer
in local comunities.
While at the convention, stuUNM Patrols
No Action Taken
The action centers around comdents
attended seminars on medEstablishing
a
liason
with
"The city Commission failed to
Also, this is the first year in
plaints of police brutality in the
ical-legal
relations, -placement
members
of
the
New
Mexico
Bar
"barrios" (poor neighborhoods) take action and the Berets are the history of UNM that city po- Association is a main concern of programs in law schools, and civil
by the Brown Berets and recent now gathering signatures for a lice have appeared on regular UNM law students, C. B. Moya, rights. Miss Evans said one of
harrassment by city police in the recall election of the City Com- patrol on the UNM campus, second year law student, told the the study groups concerned stuuniversity area, said Alan Cooper, misioners for their failure to con- Cooper said.
dent discipline and conduct. New
The coalition of the Community Senate last night.
spokesman for the Community trol the police and offer safeYork University will soon publish
and
Camille
Evans,
a
Moya
guards to the Mexican-American Action Workshop and the Brown
a booklet dealing with student
Action Workshop.
Berets and Black Student Union first year law student, represent- riots, demonstrations, and the
plan to map out a program for ed UNM's law school at the lOth place of students in campus ungetting the required number of annual conference of the Law rest.
signatures for forcing a recall Student Division of the American
The Law Student Division is
election and for protecting the Bar Association in Philadelphia comprised of approximately 14,people and campus from city po- this summer. Both received ap- 000 members from the 138 affilipointments to national commitlice.
ated schools of law in the United
The meeting will begin at 6:00 tees. Moya now .serves on the States.
p.m. in Room 250-C of the Union. techno-legal relations committee
MEXICO CITY (UPI) - Mex- fixed bayonets and machineguns
ican army troops Wednesday pen- through a 20-square block area
,!ned 10,000 demonstro.ting stu- around the project, attempting to
dents inside a public square and cordon it off and setting the neighraked them with machinegun fire hodo under a state of seige. Sniper
A resolution was adopted at the and the sale of buttons and bumpthat killed at least seven persons fire, some of it evidently originatBy SCOTI' SANDLIN
ing
from
sympathetic
residents,
state convention calling for the er stickl:.ts are also planned.
and wounded eight others. The
Staff Writer
•
lfutlined?mlits
crackled
hours
after
the
initial
6
expansion of the franchise to instudents and troops boiled out of
He outlined :g.oints both M-and.
"The constitution of New Mex- clude citizPns between the ages of
p.m.
incident.
Armored
car
mathe square and pitched a 20against lowering the voti'lig age.
ico is working wrong," said 18 and 21.
square block area into a state of chineguns chattered back.
Brother
Charles
Gonzalez,
speakThe SEA is the UNM branch of One argument in favor of the
Student bands roved through
siege.
resolution was that "if one is old
ing
to
a
meeting
of
the
Student
Hysteria broke out in the neighborhoods adjoining the seige Education Association (SEA) last SNMEA. SNMEA coordinates ac- enough to fight, he should also be
tivities
of
area,
attacking
and
burning
the
SEA
chapters
on
all
crowd cooped up by encircling innight.
university campuses in New Mex- able to take part in determining
fantrymen and armored units. trolleys •
Gonzalez, president of the state ico. Both organizations o.re the his own fate."
Ambulences sped to the scene
Men, women and children were
Another argument was that the
SEA,
made the coment in refer- student affiliates of the National
trampled to the ground as the from all points in this city of
age
21 as the sociological "comence to the fact that New Mexico Education Association, which has
mob fought to escape the area seven million.
ing
of
age" ·is arbitrary and antidoes not extend the right to vote passed a resolution sponsoring the
and troops advanced firing bursts
quated.
Gonzalez pointed out that
Reporter Injured
to 18-year-olds.
age 18 vote resolution.
of machine gun fire.
the
use
of this age to signify
Work Within Frame
"I am convinced that the right
Troops cordoned off the massive
Italian journalist Oriana Faladulthood dated back to Norman
SNMEA
will
work
within
the
Tlatelolco housing project along- 1aci was hit, reportedly by two to vote is the great anvil of Amer•
England, when at 21 a young man
side the "Three Cultures Square," bullets, and taken to military hos- ican democracy," he said, "suf- present framework of legislative was considered able to bear the
15 miles from the Olympic Vil- pital. There was no word on her frage must be perfected by ex- bodies to promote the ratification weight of armor and was thereof the age 18 vote amendment in
pansion."
lage, and ordered its thousand~ of condition.
fore ready for knighthood.
the Legislature of New Mexico.
residents into the streets. Smper
Major Project
Gonzalez concluded his remarks
Leaders of the rebellious stuGonzales stated that the SNMfire blazed down at troops firing dents proclaimed new support
The lowering of the voting age
stating
that "the arguments for
back from prone positions out- from labor unions and pledged to to 18 is the major project this EA is planning in a rally in Santa broadening suffrage are overFe with a nationally prominent
side the project.
continue demonstrations and pro- year of the Student New Mexico figure as speaker. Campaigning whelming.''
State of Seige .
.
test presure on the government. Education Association (SNMEA'.
Other troops advanced with

Army Kills Students

SHIP STRUCTURAL DESIGN • SHIPBOARD ELECTRICAL
SYSTEMS DESIGN • SHIPBOARD ELECTRONICS
SYSTEMS DESIGN & EVALUATION • SHIPBOARD
MISSILE SYSTEMS EVALUATION • SHIP PROPULSION &
PIPING SYSTEMS DESIGN • SHIPBOARD VENTILATION
& AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS DESIGN • PRODUCTION
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Bernie keeps an eye on things.
He knows when you shift gears
from five girlfriends to one girlfriend. He'll have a fine selection
of engagement rings ready to
showyou.
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Senate OK's Hours '·'Resolution
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A chair is to sit in,
A car is to driveWhat are you for?
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opened with a 47-7 triumph at mates on the winning track and
Illinois and defeated Indiana, 38- they won but one of 10 games.
In the first three games of his
20, here last week.
senior campaign, Stone has hook1912 Team Was Tops
The only Kansas team that ever ed up 32 of 64 passes for 434
scored more in its first two games yards. His top receiver is split
was the 1912 aggregation that end Bob Fowler, who has caught
opened with a 64-09 blitzing of St. 16 passes for 171 yards.
Kansas posted its biggest
Mary's and followed with a 27-0
rout of Warrensburg Teachers. ground-gaining totals in 47 games
After scoring 91 points in its when the Jayhawks rolled up 388
first two outings, that 1912 team yards rushing and 448 yards in
was blanked by Drake 7-0 1 in its total offense against Indiana last
third game.
· Saturday. Those were the highest
New Mexico, quarterbaclted by figures by a KU team since the
last year's national passing lead- 1963 Oklahoma State game in
er Terry Stone, has lost three which the Jayhawks rushed for
games this season to Western 444 yards and compiled 510 yards
Athletic Conference rivals. The total offense while smacking the
Lobos dropped the opener to Col- Cowpokes, 41-7.
still wasn't enough to put his
orado State 21-13, fell to TexasEl I;'aso 44-15, and bpwed to AriKUNM's program director
zona 19-8.
Stone Led Nation
sells pornographic
Stone led the nation with 160
pass completion a year ago. His
dental X-rays.
aerial fireworks produced 1,946
yards and nine touchdowns, but it

A table is to eat off of,

z ft.x3ft.

37~. 7'6/
UYJ 3 (~ vtl
72 )'w,/S~
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HAs Vice~President tor St~tdent affairs, I can well understand you?· feelings, Dean Whiteside. But they won't be putting you out of a :job."

Jus ,,·c e Issue Un dec. ,·ded

W ASH!NGTON (UPl) -The
Senate's precedent - shattering
battle over Abe Fortas' nomination to be chief justice may echo
th1·ough the administration of the
next president, who could have to
make as many as. five Supreme
Court appointments.
Seldom has an appointee to the
court undergone such a searching

News Analysis
111111111111111\lllllllll!llllllllll\l\lliiiiiiiiii\IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIl

inquiry as the Senate conducted
in examining Fortas' career as a
bureauc1·at, intimate presidential
adviser, partner in one of the nation's leading law firms and as an
associate justice since 1965.
In its first cross-examination of
a nominee for chief justice, the
Senate heard bitter criticism of
Fortas' decisions on the Court
and of his confidential relations
with President Johnson. The cont:roversy portends closer scrutiny
of future presidential appointments to the high Court.
Fortas yesterday asked President Johnson to withdraw his
nomination for chief justice. President Johnson complied reluctantly.
Bourse of Pay Reason
lt was not the amount, it was
where the $15,000 came from that
probably cost Abe Fortas the post
of Chief Justice of the United
States.
"'l'hat was tbe clincher. When
it came out about the $15,000,
that's when we got people we
didn't expect," said Sen. John J.
Williams, R-Del., nose counter
for opponents who talked the
Fortas nomination to death Tuesday.
Even Fortas' supporters agreed
that the associate justice's summer lecturing activities hurt tbeir
cause.
"Unfortunate/' was the way
Senate Democratic leader Mike
1

Police Power

Mansfield put it, noting that Fortas was a man of means who
didn't really need the money.
While $15,000 seems high for
nine American University law
school seminars, it is :regarded as
peanuts by many Senators. No
one batted an eyelash,- for example, when Sen. Wayne Morse, DOre., was getting more than $1,000 an appearance to attack administration policy in Viet Nam.
Solicited by Law Partner
But in the Fortas case, Senators were not concerned about the
murky world of honorariums.
What bothered them was that the
lectUl·e :fee was solicited by Fortas' former law partner, who buttonholed his firm's clients. Some
were former business associates
of Fortas who might be involved
some day in cases before the supreme court, critics argued.
To some, it smacked of a clever
way of giving money to Fortas. It
revived memories of Fortas, the
lawyer, trying to fix things for
President Johnson with the newspapers when White House aide
Walter Jenkins was a:r:rested on p.
morals charge just before the
1964 election.
While the money did not make
the Fortas struggle a confrontation with morality, it did alter the
"swing votes" on the nomination.
Senate Republican leader Everett M. Dirksen cited the money
as one reason for his defection
from the ranks of Fortas supporters. "And Dirksen took some with
him," said one White House
spokesman.
Foes Get Revenge
Foes of the court's liberal trend
under Chief Justice Earl Warren
have now finally gotten their rc~
venge.
"It's hard to say what will hap:Pen now," said Sen. Robert P.
Griffin, R-Mich., the leader of the
Fortas opposition whose own objections centered on the timing of
the outgoing president's appoint-

ment and Warren's conditional
retirement.
"I think whether :it is President
Humplll'ey or President Nixon,
they'll have to change the way
you pick Supreme Court justices,"
he said, "From now on I think
they'll be, well, more antiseptic."
Fortas has indicated to friends
and associates that he has no intention of resigning in the near
future, despite the Senate's refusal to permit his promotion to
chief justice, But he is known to
be deeply hurt, if not embittered,
by Senatorial attacks that were
personal and intemperate at
times.
Some obse1-vers thought Fortas
eventually might step down to return to his lucrative Washington
law practice. But if this happened at all, it most likely would be
delayed so his resignation would
not be considered a victory for
critics who demanded he leave the
court.
Warren Wants to Retire
Warren is known to want toretire soon. There were unconfirmed
reports that he submitted his retirement notice to President Johnson because he did not relish the
possibility that his old political
enemy, Richard M. Nixon, might
name his successor as the next
president.
There are at least three other
justices who, because of age or
physical impairment, may leave
the Court during the next administration.
Justice Hugo L. Black, 82, is
eligible for retirement. The dean
of sitting justices, he bas been on
the Court for 31 years.
Justice William 0. Douglas, 69,
an active outdoorsman all his life,
has suffered serious heart trouble
and now uses an electrical "pacemaker" device to keep his heart
beat regular. He is eligible for
full retirement pay of $39,500 a
year.

Supreme Court: Might: Judge
Against: I-nduction Procedures

Attorney General Ramsey Clark, who has his faults but is
not to be confused with crustaceous J. Edgar Hoover, took
face illegal, but was merely evi- thorny case is probably CPCactly
on his FBI chief recently and pointed out that police vio(CPS) -Next month the Su· dence (to be investigated} o£ fail· what the court will do when it
lence and lawlessness is among the most severe threats to preme Court will hear a draft ure to register, which was illegal. bears the arguments and rules in
case that may affect hundreds of
'l'he ACLU lawyers would like October, since the practice of the
any kind of domestic tranquility in the United States.
young men around the country, to see those sections of the draft court is to decide the case by the
The problem of police violence has been with us for a long whose verdict will almost surely laws. that provide for violation for least controversial and upsetting
deal a blow to the Selective Serv·
time but has undergone a kind of' escalation in recent years. ice System and the iJrocedures it not having a draft card on one's route. But if the justices do it
(rather than not having that way, the question will doubtPolice in ghettoes have traditionally been loose with the has followed during recent months person
registered) and that provide for less come up again-next time the
protesters.
rights and persons of the local residents, and Southern cops in Inreclassifying
delinquency reclassification :for defendant will be someone who
an unusual development for persons
who have failed to per~ doesn't have the exemption and
have been notorious in preserving the racist status quo "by such a case, the defendant, a 24·
form
some
step in the rcgistra~ can fight on the issue.
year-old divinity student, and the
any means necessary."
tion
process,
declared unconstitu~
prosecution, attorneys :for the
tional,
and
they
raise in their
As demonstrations against the kind of social conditions Justice Department, have both
brief,
filed
with
the
last
permitting racism, the war in VietNam and -police overbear- recommended the same holding- month, far- reaching Court
questions
that the decision of a lower court
(Continued from page 1)
ance increased, the tendency of police has been to happily to
uphold his reclassification to about the consistency o£ draft students on campus and the en•
club away at times when real professionals would have been 1-A artd his subsequent induction provisions with Constitutional tire university.''.
because of his protest activity- guarantees.
more restrained.
She said that she believed that
Inconsistencies
be reversed.
the
Senate failed to realize that
The
Justice
Department
brief,
Factions Collide
The job of police officer has long been a short-cut to undethe purpose of the University is
filed
last
week
admits
that
incon•
The Justice Department, in
served respect for people who covet an exaggerated sense of recommending
.provide an education artd an
reversal, has col- sistencies existed between the to
educational
atmosphere.
self-importance. This has been especially true in the South, lided with the Selective Service provision for exemption (which,
'l'he urtiversity sponsors dormito
Solicitor
General
Er·
according
where the man with the gUn and badge become a minor and its director, Lewis B. Hersh- win Griswold, is guaranteed by tories to reinforce and support
ey, who maintain that local boards
the educational process, 11he said,
diety.
have a right to reclassify "those Congress and not subject to lodll The Dean stressed that she was
interference) and the pro~
Modern cities, with the burden. of providing any number who engage in illegal activity" as board
talking about education in strictly
delinquents-an action that puts vision fo:t'" reclassification.
of services, rarely ha'le enough money to hire competent them at the head of the list of
It suggests, however, that in an academic sense.
su<:h cases as this one, where in~
Favorable Approach
men for their police forces. We are then left with men who priority for induction.
dividuals have permanent ellemp•
'l'he
American
Civil
Liberties
But she continued that she
are willing to sacrifice a little potential wage for a. lot of poUnion, which represents the stu· tions, those exemptions must take would accept any proposal on
tential bullying. This bullying is most often directed at dent, is fighting the reclassifica- precedence over the board's right hours submitted by AWS. "I'm in
blacks; as they usually cannot defend themselves through tion on several grounds and on to reclassify. 'l'hus, the case would :favor of what they co:tne up with.''
not apply to students who have she said. Such a proposal should
several levels. It argues that:
the nop:rtallegal channels.
(1) The declaration of delin- only deferments until they are "enhance the educational process'1
of school, not exemptions.
•'' Ramsey Clark, in his debate with Hoover1 called for police quency and reclassification is in- outThe
and "help students become better
Justice Department says, students", Dean Whiteside said
valid
because
it
is
punitive
and
"to use the minimum force necessary to execute lawful therefore cannot be underta~en however, that serious question
in clarification of her statement.
. orders!' In these "law 'n order'' oriented times it is unlikely without the due process safe- may be cast on the constitutionalAbout 30 studtnts listened to
of delinquency reclassification
that the Attorney General will be heeded. It is frighteningly guards to the registrant required ity
the
Senate discussion of the ques•
by the Constitution (counsel, con- as a general procedure by such a ti(>n, which brought varying opin•
likely that the Daley1s and Hoo'ler's (not to mention our en- frontation
and cross-examination finding in this particular case.
ions :fro:tn the Senate members •
. Question Waived
lightened Presidential candidates) will be hEJeded.
and impartial tribunal and so
The prosecution never really At one puint Senator Terri John·
We see only two results of the present pre-occupation with on).(2) That the act of returning deals with this question (other son calle dthe resolution "irrele';asinine'', and ;'ridicU•
law and order: either the ghettoes will explode as they a draft card is speech protected than saying it might come up), vant",
lous".
recommends that the Court
have ne'ler done so • before, this time tearing apart the by the First Amendment. Evi- but
She explnined that the rensons
avoid
having to deciM that diffidence here, among other things, is
whole fabric of our society, or we wm find ourselves living the fact that in the original Se- cult legal question by merely sa:;·· stated in the proposition are not
the ones that have been discussed
under total government domination in which the police may lective Service Act after World ing the CPCemption of divinity stu- by
A WS. But she explained that
dents
takes
.precedence
in
this
be all too professional in their oppression of the freedo:rp.s War I ''failure to possess (have case over a board's reclassifica- sbe was not opposed to tho change
on orte's person, as it is now inin women's hours. However, she
which once defined America.
· ter:Pteted) a Registration Certifi- tion.
That "easy way out" of a voted against the resolution.
-The Duke Chronicle cate (draft card)" was not on its

Senate ...
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Brasil '66 Tops
'68 l-lomecoming
Hour," and the Emmy nominated
:Sy TOM GARCIA
"Fred
Astaire Special."
Sergio Mendes and Brasil '66,
top A & M recording stars, will
Native Brazilian
bring their unique sound to the
Mendes, who came to this counUNM Arena Saturday night, Oct, try in 1965 from his. native Brazil,
19, at 8:15 for a Homecoming describes his musical sound as a
fusing of bossa nova and modern
concert.
Tickets are now on sale at the beat. He calls it a new Latin
Popejoy Hall ticket booth for $6, ·sound, and a new international
$5, $4 and $3 with a $1 discount pop sound.
for UNM students. All seats are
One of thE! unusual as-pects of
Mendes' music is the apparent
reserved.
The famed ensemble, since its use of voices to complement the
association with Herb Alpert and instruments in a blend of harhis 'l'ijuana Brass, has been a mony and rhythm.
consistent album seller. Its initial
The Sergio Mendes and :Brasil
effort, "Herb Alpert Presents '66 concert will highlight the big
Sergio Mendes and Brasil '66," Homecoming week, which begins
released in August 1966, earned Oct. 15 with the election of a
the coveted Gold Record from the Homecoming queen.
recording industry.
Homecoming Coronation
Group Members
Coronation
will be held WedOther Brazilians completing nesday, Oct. 16,
at 8:00 p.m. in
the group with Sergio Mendes in- Popejoy Hall. The tour of the
clude Dom Um Romao on drums, house decorations is scheduled for
Rubens :Sassini on percussion and 6:30p.m. on Friday, Oct. 18, with
bassist Sabastiao Neto. U.S. born a pep rally and dance to :follow
singers, Karen Philipp and Lani the same night in the Union BallHall, lend an American touch to
room.
the ensemble.
Two of the group's most recent
best selling albums arc "Equinox"
and "Look Around.'' Mendes, as
a pianist, has also recorded on ·
the Atlantic label.
ln the past year Sergio Mendes
and Brasil '66 have appeared on
such television programs as "The
Dean Martin Shl)W," "The Red
Skelton Show;" "The- Kraft Music

Brasil'66

Found Obscene

Play

MADISON, Wis. (UPI)-Dane
County Dist. Atty. James C. :Soli
Tuesday ruled obscene the University of Wisconsin's controversial ';Peter Pan" play which featured nude coeds. He closed it
down.
Boll, after meeting :for an hour
with university Chancellor H. Edwin Young, said he would prosecute persons involved if the play
is staged again. H!! said Young
agreed.
The play, a parody on the famed
children's tale, was produced by
Stuart A. Gordon, a drama 11enior
from Chicago. He said the nude
scene, which lasted about eight
minutes, portrayed "innocence."
"In my opinion today's community standards do not permit
girls to dance nude before an audience " :Soli said. "To permit such
cond~ct at the university would
open the door to nude dancers
throughout the commum'ty"
.
No Nude Dancing
Madison ordinances do not permit nude dancing.
"This cannot be tolerated at the
University of Wisconsin or any
place else in Dane CounW.'' :Soli
said. "Thus, if this play is again
produced or if any other establishment in Dane Councy has nude
g irls the persons involved will be
'
prosecuted
under the state 1aw."
State law sets a $5,000 fine or
five years in jail, or both, for
obscenity.
"We will abide by the decision
of the district attorney," said
William Dawson, union theater
program director. Dawson said he
would not permit a replay.
Tinkerbelle Dies
The ferocious Captain Hook
and his pirates were portrayed as
policemen, Tinkerbelle died and
Peter Pan grew up in the playall contrary to the original work
by James M. Barrie.
.
"The play has changed radically from when l first read it as
a boy," Boll said. "As it is now
produced, the play has psyche~
delic lighting, dialogue with obscenities and nude dancers."
There was one performance
last week. It was closed on vote
of the cast who feared prosecution. It was reopened Monday for
a screening by Boll and other officials to decide if it was obscene
or esthetic.
Six coeds danced in the nude
in the first performance before a
student-faculty audience.

~

READING
DYNAMICS
MINI-LESSO

'Innocent' Nude
In Student

The sound af Sergio Mendes and :Brasil '66 is coming to University
Arena Saturday, Oct. 19. Tickets for the concert are priced at $6, $5,
$4, and $3, with a discount for U~M students. Tickets went. on sn!e
yesterday at the Popejoy Hail 'l'icket :Booth. Mendes describes his
music as "a fusing of bossa nova and modem beat. ln Japan they call
it 'Latin Rock.' "

come to the Reading Dynamics Institute 1or iust one hour.
You should read laster when you leave.
Now you can personally "road test" Reading Dynamics
-the astonishing educational breakthrough that enables
people to read thousands of words a minute without
skipping or skimming; with excellent comprehension,
great enjoyment and remarkable recoil.
Thanks to the Mini-Lesson, you have an unprecedented
opportunity to get acquainted with the techniques that
have made Reading Dynamics the definitive rapid read·
ing system in the world today.
Our Mini-lesson is just what the name says- a miniature version of what o student learns during o Reading
Dynamics course and the classroom procedures we use
to teach this world famous," machine free," reading skill.
After you hove taken a personal, self-scoring reading
test to indicate your present reading speed, you'll discover that there's much, much more to Reading Dynamics
than reading rapidly. Although the Evelyn Wood ReadIng Dynamics Institute has taught over 400,000 students

to read 4 to 10 times faster, staggering speed achievements ore just part oft he rewards of reading dynamically.
For example, during your Mini-Lesson you'll learn
how we enlarge your ability to retain and remember
what you read for months-even years-after you've
read it. You'll also find out about our special study tech·
niques that hove earned better grades for thousands of
high school and college students. We'll demonstrate
Reading Dynamics exceptional flexibility and show you
how it works for everything from light novels to the most
detaiied business and textbook reading. We expect that
many people will be reading foster after they leave our
demonstration than before they came in.
This week toke a step in the right direction-like walking straight into o FREE Mini-Lesson at one of the Read·
ing Dynamics Institutes listed below. Give yourself this
marvelous gift of self-improvement now!

SAT., OCT. 5-3 P.M.
MON., OCT. 7 ~ 4 or 7:30P.M.

FRI., OCT. 4- 4 or 7:30P.M.
REGULAR FALL CLASSES STARTING NOW-

WED., OCT. 9-7 P.M.
FRI., OCT. 11 - 3~30 P.M.

MON., NOV. 4- 7 P.M.
WED., NOV. 6 ~3:30P.M.
SAT., NOV. 9-9 A.M.

EVELYN WOOD READING DYNAMICS

Sponsored by LYCEUM, 207 DARTMOUTH AVE., N.E. ALBUQUERQUE,· N. MEX. 87106

PHONE 2b5-6761
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Photography Classes
Grow In Enrollment

Scholarship Presented

Straight "A" student Michael W. Edenburn, (c) a senior in mechan~cal engineering at UNM, was recently presented a $500 scholarship by
'William Chown, (r) of Western Electric's Oklahoma City Works as
UNM President Ferrel Heady looked on.

Doctors to Dial For Lecture
Within about two months, doctors throughout New Mexico will
be able to pick up their phones,
dial a toll-free number at the
UNM School of Medicine, alld
hear a five-to-six minute medical
lecture on one of more than 200
topics.
This is being made possible by
the Regional Medical Program,
working in cooperation with "Information Central" at the medical

school's library in Albuquerque.
Dr. Robert Divett, medical librarian, is in charge of the statewide :Project for Regional Medical Program. RMP is designed to
improve the health care available
to all New Mexicans in the fields
of heart, cancer, stroke, and
emergency services.
''We hope to be operational by
Thanksgiving if all goes well-or

Mali Dance Company
,-Will Appear at U NM
Local audtences will be afforded has sinee played to audiences in
a rare and exciting opportunity sell-out crowds in Europe, and
to see traditional African tribal more recently in Moscow.
The rites that arc i)erformed
dances and rites when the National Ensemble of Mali comes to were, until only recently, considPopejoy Hall for one perform- ered so sacred by the native
tribesmen, t h a t any outsider
ance on Monday, Oct. 21.
The company of dancers, sing- viewing them was punished by
ers, acrobats, and musicians is death. Hundreds of French colonmaking its first U.S. tour and is ials have been put to death for
presenting one of the most un- their curiosity.
usual exhibitions ever seen in
The dances performed deal with
North America.
funeral rites, witchcraft, sacrifiThe ensemble was formed by
cial rites, and other religious
the Mali government in 1961, and themes.
The dancers at times actually become so frenzied that
they put themselves into a hypnotic state. Their leaps, screams,
and musie ereate a theatrical excitement that holds the audience
spellbound for the entire show.
Tickets for this performance
are available at the Popejoy Hall
box office for $5.50, $5.00, $4.50,
$4.00, and $3.50. UNM students
Rehearsals have started for may purchase any ticket at half
the Oct. 18-20 and 25-27 produc- price.
tion of the French satire "Knock"
at UNM's Rodey Theater.
"Knock," made famous during
Gentlemen!
the 1920's by the French actor
Louis Jouvet, is the first of five
plays which will be presented by
the theater during the academic
year. Gene Yell is the director.
Jouvet played Dr. Knock, a new
doctor in a town of healthy Jieoi)le who solved his problem by
posting charts of human physiolGet your
- ogy and offering free consulta..
hair styled
,, .,r.tions.
_
_ .
.
in accord·
The doctor's theory that healthy
ance
with
}leople are those who don't know
features,
ba I·
they are ill was confirmed when
lance,
and
dehospitals and apothecaries a}l•
sign. 'nmnr..t.. hair
peared and the village developed
into a large spa.
contour razor cutting,
Milburn Mehlhop will play- Dr.
barber services, private booths
Knock in the UNM production.
for coloring and tinting, hair
E. F. Shulte, new technical dipiece fitting, servicing, qnd hair
rector for the drama department,
straightening.
is developing difficult scenery for
the play. The first scene is staged
in a. car moving along a road and
the set must create this illusion.
Hair Styles for Men
Tickets will be limited by the
5504 Central SE
theater's Ul4-seat capacity, They
One black east of San Mateo
will be available by calling the
an Centra! ·
Rodey Theater box office the' week
for
~ppolnfments, call 255-0166
before the play opens.

at the latest, by the first of the
year," Dr. Divett said.
The telephone medieal system
has been in the planning stage for
more than a year, waiting for
federal operational funds. More
than $1-million was released in
September, making RMP !'go" in
New Mexieo.
Basis for the electronic library
will be 200 tapes :Prepared by the
Wisconsin Regional Medical Program.
"We hope to help New Mexico
doctors in two ways," Dr. Divett
said. "First, they can call in and
request a taped medical lecture.
Second, they can ask to be referred to the heart, cancer or
stroke team in Albuquerque for
more detailed information. A doctor can tell us what reference information he· needs, we can find
it and send it to him."

Photography is one of the fastest expanding areas of study at
UNM, with enrollment in courses
growing more tllan 15 fold during
the past five years.
Undergraduate art students
can now concentrate in the field
of photography, and graduate
students can receive a master of
arts or master of fine arts degree
in i)hotography. The college of
fine arts last year awarded two
masters' degrees to photography
students, and both are now teaching in colleges.
Another indication of the increasing interest is the eonversion
of Sara Reynolds hall for use in
the photography program.
Enrollment in the 10 sections of
photography classes this fall is
190, while another 170 are attending class in a new course, "Introduction to the Cinema," which is
taught by English Professor, Dr.
Franklin Dickey.
Five years ago the university
offered one i)hotography course.
Twelve students were enrolled.
Students, who study both still
and motion picture photography,
are largely art majors, who are
studying photography as a means
of expression.
There are also 30 students in
techniques of ph o t ogr a:p h y
courses, many of whom will use
what they learn in areas such as

education, architeeture or anthropology (photographing artifacts),
Other students, enrolled in a
course a!) an elective, will use the
classes for exposure to a form of
the creative proces~~\
,., \

Part-Time Jobs
Open in Coding
Temporary part-time employment is available to students in a
eo-operative program between the
Bureau of Business Research and
the Metropolitan Transportation
Planning Commission.
There are no specific requirements for 'applicants, but they
should be of at least junior standing, and able to work from 15 to
20 hours a week at $1.99 per hour.
Openings are limited, so interested students should contact
Mrs. Worley, Bureau of Business
Research, in the upper east wing
of the College of Business Administration, as soon as ·possible.

lt~HSlJ
MQkers of Hand Made
Indian Jewelry
OLDTOWN

1580
This

Week

855-4551
Song TlUe

1. HEY JUDE!
2. GOTTA GET A MESSAGE
TO YOU
3. FffiE
4. MY SPECIAL ANGEL
5. GffiLWATCHER
6. HARPER VALLEY P.T.A.
7. PEOPLE GOT TO BE FREE
8. LITTLE GREEN APPLES
9. 1, 2, 3, RED LIGHT
10. SAY A PRAYER

Top Ten In
Albuquerque Today
Artist

Beati<!S
llec Gees
Art Brown

Record Co.
Apple
Atce

At!..
Vogues
Reprise
O'Kaysions
ABC
Jeannie C. Riley Plant.
The Rascals
Atlantic
0. C. Smith
Columbia
1910 Fruitgum Co. Buddnh
Arethn Franklin Atlantic

Last

Weel<
( 1)
( 2)

(17)
!12)

dl

( 5)
(36)

( 4)

(11)

NATIONAL SOUND SURVEY-DAILY 315 P.M.

PICK HIT
SWEET BLINDNESS-5th Dimension-(Soul City)

A young lass named Mary from Gary
Had looks that were quite ordinary
But boyfriends galore
Beat a path to her door
Cause out of Schlitz-never was lV'\ary.
0 1967 Joi. Schliu Brewing Cl!. MiiW.ubt and orhor tirin•
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Strike Repercussions Felt
By Table Grape Growers
DELANO, Calif, (CPS) - "In
the souls of the people, the grapes
of wrath are filling and growing
heavy, growing heavy for the vintage."
So runs the final sentence in a
chapter of John Steinbeck's "The
Grapes of Wrath." What was true
almost 40 years ago is still true
this month as a strike by California farm workers spreads into
a nationwide grape boycott.
Farm workers in the U.S. are
E. till forced to lead lives geared
not to advancement but to bare
survival. A California grape
worker does not have to face the
dilemma of whether to buy loafers or hush-puppies for his children-he must worry about having enough money to get shoes of
any kind for the members of his
family.
J,ess Than $1800 Annual
At present, many grape workers earn less than $1800 a year.
Even if a worker were able to
work 40 hours a week every week
of the year, he could only earn
$2,386 annually- approximately
one-half the average wage for all
Californians.
In the 1930's, America's workers won the right to organize and
bargain collectively through the
National Labor Helations Act. In
1968, farm workers remain excluded from this act. To overcome
this handicap and win the benefits
enjoyed by other workers-minimum wage, eoliective bargaining,
fringe benefits-the farm workers
of Delano, Calif. voted to go
on strike for union recognition
· three years ago this month.
Since the turn of the century,
attempts had been made to unionize the farm workers in California, but all of them had failed.
This time, however, under the
leadership of Cesar Chavez, director of the United Farm Workers, farm workers have succeeded
in winning colleetive bargaining
agreements for the first time in
history. Several major wine companies in California have signed
agreements with their workers.
But the strike is now in its 43rd
month, and the workers are still
out. Some victories have been
won, but the goal of total union
recognition is still far in the future.
In an effort to put additional
pressure on growers during September-the peak of the grape
harvest--and to win nationwide

(CPS)-W. E. B. DuBois, LeRoi Jones and Malcolm X are being read along with William
Faulkner, Erich Fromm and Paul
Samuelson in classrooms across
the country this fall, as colleges
and universities integrate their
curriculum as well as their cami)Uses.
Ever since last spring and the
uproars in many schools following
the assassination of Dr. Martin
Luther King, professors and administrators at countless institutions have orgal)ized courses and
even departments in Mro-American Studies.
Much of their activity is directly traceable to pressure last
spring from student groups who
felt that in presenting only white
American history and sociology
and literature, colleges were ignoring or doV{ll·playing an important facet of the nation's culture.
Professors, w h o decided that
America's racial crisis necessitated a deeper and more diverse
knowledge of American minorities than present scholarship
made possible,' joined the fight.
Most of the courses in black
studies deal with black literature
(writers lil{e LeRoi Jones, James
Baldwin), black American history
(on which DuBois and historian
Staughton Lynd have written),
and music and folklore. Also common are;courses on poverty, race
relations and other courses.

HONDA SCRAMBLER
90cc.The hot Scrambler 90 is loaded
with power, performance ond
classic Honda Scrambler styling

support for the strike, the UFW avowed enemies is California
is · devoting most of its energy . Governor Honald Reagan, who
this fall to enlarging and publici- last fall reportedly aUowed growzing a nationwide boycott of table ers to keep the children of workers out of school for two weeks in
Ulllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll order to finish the picking, while
News Analysis
other children were sent back.
Strike Has Been Felt
illllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!llll
The
boycott, which began in
grapes by supermarkets, indiviearnest
last year, has had some
..
duals and companies.
effect
on
the market. Sales in
In an effort to put additional
are
down 20 per cent,
California
pressure on growers during Sepgrape
markets
in New York,
and
tember-the peak of the grape
Boston,
Detroit
and
Chicago are
harvest--and to win nationwide
being
closed
down.
Growers
support for the strike, the UFW begun routing their grapeshave
to
is devoting most of its energy this
cities
where
the
boycott
is
weakfall to enlarging and publicizing a
nationwide boycott of table est:
successful strike could change
grapes by supermarkets, indivi- theA status
of farm labor well beduals and companies.
yond the California valleys.
They have distributed posters
for car and store windows teUing
consumers that every grape they
buy denies a grape worker's child
a meal. Workers have been sent
to 26 U.S. cities and Toronto to
talk in support of the boycott.
College campuses, which in the
West were the earliest areas of
support for the Delano strike, are
a major target for the workers,
who are being helped by local
branches of the United MexicanAmerican Students (UMAS) organization, a new one on many
campuses this fall.
Mexican-American Students
UMAS groups are spending
their time rallying campus support for the Delano strikers and
picket in g supermarkets that
carry California grapes (with
Denver supermarket chain now
has signs telling shoppers the
grapes "were picked by non-union
workers").
Chavez and the strike have received support from Robert Kennedy before his death, Eugene
McCarthy and Hubert Humphrey.
Richard Nixon has not endorsed
the strike. One of the workers'

•··

NEW MEXICO'S
Oldest Established
Cycle Dealer
-Since 1915Your Hosts

Mr. and Mrs.
Berkley Beaver

eo..

SiHum40H e~

315 Son Pedro N.E.
Albuquerque, N.M.
87108- Phone 268-4508

Big problem.

Simple solution:

U.S. Universities
Expand Courses
In Black Studies

Theatre Players
Begin Rehearsal
Of French Show

~'"":'.;..·-'.a
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New Honda.

WHEELWORLD.

INC.
Sales- Service- Parts
located at
2736 Carlisle NE
265-5745

--

This lean, lithe Honda 125 Super Sport can be the answer to a lot of
problems besides parking.
Consider price. You can buy this beauty at an impressively low initial
price; fuel it for a fraction of what you'd spend on a four-wheel gas
gulper. And, of course, there are the pleasantly painless costs of maintaining and insuring a Honda.
The 125 Super Sport couples lightweight economy with red hot performance features. Its dependable four-stroke parallel twin engine produces a dazzling 13 bhp; acceleration that matches the best of them.
And styling. The 125 Super Sport is nothing but class from its streamlined pipes to its sculptured tank to its rugged telescopic front forks.
The sleek and sassy 125 Super Sport. Is there a better way to solve
your problems?

HONDA

See your Honda dealer for a color brochure, safety pamphlet and "Invisible Circle" film;
or write: American Honda Motor Co., Inc., Dept. 13, Box 50, Gardena, California 90247.
®1968, AHM.
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Coach Rudy Feldman's defensive group will have to have a superior performance to contain
Kansas quarterback Bobby Douglass and running back Donnie
Shanklin, Shanklin, a 5-9 speedster from Amarillo, scored three
TD's against Indiana on runs of
59, 54, and 65 yards to pace the
ranked Jayhawks. His 59 yarder
was on a punt return in the second quarter. Against Illinois he
carried the ball but five times but
was credited with 93 yards and a
pair of TDs.
Feldman, like a lot of other
coaches in the country, rates the
6-3 Douglass as one of the real

quality quarterbacks in college
football today. He was voted
Back of the Year in the Big Eight
last season and is outstanding on
the run-pass option. Against Indiana, he scored on a 71 yard
scamper in the closing minutes
of the game.
U -A Rehashed
The Lobos had trouble moving
the ball for the first three quarters of the Arizona game and
Feldman is expected to spend
most of his week working on the
running game. He was happy
with the improvement shown on
defense as the Wildcats had 249

Grandma Still Plays
KRISTIANSTADJN, Sweden in a factory in Hana"Skog. A wid(UPI)-The losing team's goalie ow, Hanna spends her off-season
dropped to a bench in the locker weekends visiting her three sons
rom and slowly unloosened her and six grandchildren.
cleats. It had been a rough seaWas Unofficial Captain
son, but at 67, Grandma Hanna
During the two months Hanna
Nilsson felt she had a lot more
played this season, she took over
soccer to play.
Hanna had come out of a 50- as sort of unofficial captain, callyear retirement two months ago ing plays and directing action.
and in one of soccer's greatest She reprimanded and consoled her
comebacks sparked her team, younger .teammates when play
Eket, to the women's league ft. failed to click and she developed
a large following.
nals.
Since Hanna joined the team,
"I expect to be in great form
next season as I've decided to Eket, the women's team, has outtake up trainil'!g," Hanna said. drawn the local men's team on
"However, it's a pity I'm too old weekends when Hanna was playto play the forward line. In ing.
younger days I loved to slam in
Her younger teammates are
goals.''
among her most loyal fans.
On Comeback Trail
"Hanna was tremendous," one
Hanna began the comeback young team member said. "She
trail two mo·nths ago when some wa"S beaten (scored on) only four
members of the Eket team came times in six games and in addiand asked her to come out of tion she organized our play."
retirement.
Eket Lost Finale
"As I had a 50-year rest, I was
In
the
final match, Eket lost
a bit shaky in the first game,"
to
Kontorsftickorna
1-2 despite a
Hanna conceded. "But after that
great
game
by
Hanna.
it was just like the old days."
l:Ii the <>fi'•season

H~nna.

w=ks

was a controversial call and drew
the wrath of the crowd on the
referees.
"It doesn't matter," Hanna
said, shrugging off the loss. "It's
swell to play soccer even when
you lose.''

KUNM's news director
has a father fixation
on his teletype machine.

yards total offense. New Mexico
had but 94 yards rushing and lost
71 attempting to .pass.
The New Mexico passing game
did not get into gear until the
fourth quarter. The Lobos attempted seven passes without a
completion in the first three quarters but connected on 11 of 22 in
the fourth.
Stone Is 500
Quarterback Terry Stone directed the attack most of the
game and completed 11 of 20 attempts in the fourth quarter for
109 yards. Ranked the nation's
number one passer last season,
Stone has been shifted to more of
a run-pass option type of quarterback. He leads the Lobo passing game with a .500 completion
mark. He has connected on 32 of
64 attempts for 434 yards and
two TD "Strikes. Stone's touchdown throws have been the bomb.

WAC NEWS RELEASE
The best offensive team in the
Western Athletic Conference will
meet the best defensive eleven
when AJ:izona State and Wyoming clash at Laramie Saturday.
Arizona State, averaging a gigantic 486.5 yards per game offense after staggering Wisconsin
with a 642-yard total two weeks
ago,. easily leads the conference in
total offense. Wyoming, which has
yielded an average of 167.3 yards
per contest despite losing two of

He threw a 53 yarder to Rene
Matison in the opener with Colo-.
rado State University and an 88
yarder to Sam Scarber in the
UTEP game.
Bookert Rambles
Junior tailback David Bookert
is the majority of the New Mexico running game and has now
scored in each game. In 59 trips
with the ball he has come up with
194 yards. He had 37 yards
against Arizona and scored New
Mexico's only TD on a one yard
plunge.
Veteran split end Bob Fowler
caught nine of Stone's ;passes in
the fourth quarter barrage Saturday night for 92 yards. He
leads the receivers with 16 receptions for 171 yards. In the final
minutes of the game Fowler
caught six straight to move the
ball from the New Mexico 44 yard
line to the Arizona 11-

By JOHN 1\IOSER
Sports Writer
Pi Kappa Alpha and Mother
Carey's Chickens continued their
drives for theh· respective league
titles with big wins in intramural
action Monday and Tuesday afternoons.
The Pikes stretched their shutout string to three, with a 40-0
shellacking of A 1 ph a Kappa
Lambda on Tuesday. The first
score of the game came on a 10yard pass from quarterback Mike
Ortiz to shifty end Tom Miller.
The same duo later combined for

450 Ash, N.E. (University & Ash)
Sunday Services
10:00 A.M.-Holy Communion
5:00 P.M.-Holy Communion
Weekday-Holy Communion
12:30-Wednesday
12:30-Saints Days

One of the goals against Hanna

Fullback Art Malone
Sparks ASU Attack

ST. LOUIS (UPI) - Overwhelming Bob Gibson taunted
the free-swinging and jittery Detroit Tigers with a. record-break•
ing 17- strikeout performance
Wednesday a'S he easily "outdueled" Denny McLain to give the St.
Louis Cardinals a 4-0 victory in
the opening game of the World
Series.
·
Gibson, possibly on his way to
becoming the top World Series
strikeout artist of all time, got a
deafening, standing ovation :from
the crowd of 54,692-largest ever
in Busch .Memorial Stadium when he struck out the side in the
.ninth inning. That snapped the
record of 15 set by Sandy Koufax
in the opening game of the 1963
World. Series against the Yankees.
The shirt-sleeved crowd in
warm weather roared as Gibson
got AI Kaline swinging .to tie the
record of 16, struck out Norm
Cash swinging to break it and

e.nded the game by blowing a called third strike i)ast Willie Horton
to boost his own record to 17.
Gibson, who posted a 22-9 record during the season with a 1.12
earned run average that was the
best in National League history,
finished with a five-hit shutout
while also setting a second record,
tying a thi{d and just missing a
fourth.
McLain, who won 31 games
this season to become the first
pitcher since Dizzy Dean in 1934
to reach the 30-figure, was supposed to "duel" Gibson but he
couldn't find the plate and was
no match for the Cardinal ace•
McLain was lifted for a pinchhitter after working just five innings.
McLain was tagged for three
runs in the fourth inning, He got
himself in trouble with two walks
and was tagged for a run-scoring
single by Mike Shannon.

of 303.0 yards per outing. The Sun
Devils have scored eight touchdowns on the ground-twice as
many as a,ny other WAC team,
even though four other conference squads have played three
games to Arizona State's two.
'Poke Top On Defense
Wyoming, meanwhile, has yielded just 113.7 yards per game
through the air and 53.7 on the
ground. Something will have to
give when that 303.0 rushing offense meets the 53.7 ground defense.

a 15 yard tally to make the score
13-0.
Williams Scores
Halfback David Williams scooted 40 yards for the thi'rd TD,
then latched onto an Ortiz dropback pass for another.
Th 1
e ast two Pike 6-pointers
came on an Ortiz to John Rodgei'S
flip and a halfback option ~ass
from Williams to Pat Kil.
On Monday, Mother Carey's
Chickens-with their two platoon
plus roster-demoralized hapless
Baptist Student Center by a score
of 34-0. Individual scoring was

not available to the Lobo for this
game.
Elsewhere, Sigma Chi kept
pace with the Pikes by winning
- third
· straight game over Kap1ts
pa Alpha, 18-6. Independents
NESEP and Law School had a
monumental struggle, with Law
School emerging on top by a tally
of 18-13.
As reported in yesterday's Lobo, the Columbus AC moved into
sole posseRsion of first place in
Independent League II by stopping the 4th Street Winos, 19-6.
Other early week scores:

Only one team in the conference has a better rushing defense
than Wyoming. That's Arizona
State, which has given up an average of 7.0 yards per game rushing.
The Sun Devils threw Texas-El
Paso for a minus 37 yards rushing Saturday in a 31-19 victory.
As expected, Texas-El Paso
owns a commanding passing lead
with an average of 300.3 yards
per game. Other than that category, Arizona State or Wyoming

head up every team statistical department this week.
One Will Suffer
Arizona State's 43.0 scoring
average or Wyoming's 8,7 defense
against scoring is going to suffer
next week.
The team which has shown the
most balance this season is Arizona, which ranks third in total offense and second in total defense.
The Wildcats meet Texas-El Paso
at Tucson in the only other conference tilt Saturday.

Meiering Picked
Golf Chairman

i

The New Mexico chapter of the
Professional Golfers Association
has chosen new officers.
Bob Meiering, assistant professional at the UNM courses, bas
been selected tournament chairman.
Other newly-elected officers are
Boll Eschenbrener, El Paso Country Club, president, and Bob Hickson, Riverside Country Club,
Carlsbad, secretary treasurer.
Elected to the board of directors were Horace Moore, Carlsbad Central Golf Course, and Jim
Harris, Roswell Country Club.
Members held over were Herb
Wimberly, New Mexico State, and
Don Klein, of Albuquerque's Four
Hills Country Club.

SPORTS NOTES
There are disadvantages to being a barefoot punter, after all.
Tom Galloway, Texas-El Paso's
booming hooter, was asked how he
felt about kicking barefoot. "It
hurts," complained Galloway.
Galloway and Texas-El Paso
offensive guard Wally Guilford
both belong to the El Paso Archery Range and likes to go bow
hunting. "Mainly we hunt for rabbits," says Guilford, "but sometimes we go gar fishing with our
bows too.''

Bridgers scanned his non-conference schedule before the season
and must have suffered extensively, The Bruin mentor had just
been awarded a year to produce a
winning team to save his own job
at the Waco school.
Baylor bas now played Indiana
and Michigan State and now
awaits a trip to Baton Rouge to
face LSU. The Bears lost the
first two, though not handily, and
are likely to be manhandled by
the Tigers. Then the Bears start
"friendly'' conference ·play, if yon
can call it that, against none other than Arkansas and Texas
A&M.

when you throw a pass," he says,
"and two of them are bad.''
Against Texas Tech, a game
the Longhorns lost at Lubbock
last week, 31-22, it must have
seemed to the Dean of SWC
coaches that all three were distasteful. First string quarterback
"Super" Bill Bradley could do no
right through the air in the first
half as the Raiders built up a 21-0
intermission lead. James Street
replaced Bradley in the second
stanza and got the 'Horns 22
points.
Bill Fizzles
If "Super Blll Is A Loser," as
several traditional SWC bumper
stickers ;proclaimed before the
season, Royal might take the Lubbock clue and switch to Street or
sophomore Eddie Phillips for the
rest of the season. It's been years
since anyone won the SWC with
two losses and Texas has now lost
their first league game of the year
- all happening, in fact, only
weeks after Texas had been picked unanimously to win the title
outright.
Baylor head football coach John

Monday-Yaqui 18, Acoma 0;
NROTC forfeit winner over Ballers; Tewa 7, Escalante 0; Mescalero 19, Navajo 12; Woodchucks
1,
E - 25, 0SDS
( 0; · Pharmacy
)
'ngmeers
overtime
·
T
d
A te 13 M d
z hc , en oza 0;
L amues
bd a ayCh'I AI
P a 6, Sigma Phi
E '1
0 T 0 It 34 K
PSI on
;
ec
• earny O;

Pueblo 1, Comanchero 0 (overtime) ; Phi Sigma Kappa forfeit
winner over Alpha Epsilon Pi;
and Phi Delta Theta 6, Phi Gamma Delta 0.
TOD A y• S GAMES
3 :45 - field 1, Mendoza vs.
Kearny; field 2, Kiowa vs. Pueblo; field 3, Phi Delta Theta vs.
Sigma Phi Epsilon; field 4, Pikes
vs. Alpha Tau Omega; field 5,
Lambda Chi Alpha vs. SAE's.
4 :46-field 1, Aztec vs. Mossman; field 2, Toltec vs. Kearny;
field 3, Phi Sigma vs. KapAlpha field 4,
Epsilon

***

'Must Win' Pressures
Hit Two Top Coaches
Texas has always been regarded as one of the finest football
states in the union but two of its
famous college football heads are
having their problems as they
face the pressure of a season
overshadowed by a "must win"
situation.
Darrell Royal of Texas, and
John Bridgers of Baylor mastermind two of the top teams in the
Southwestern Conference. T h e
following is a report on how the
two see the current season.
Darrell's Dilemmas
Texas football coach Darrell
Royal has often spoken anxiously
of the forward pass. "There are
three things that can happen

St. Louis Tames Tigers;
Gibson· Whiffs ·17 in Win

three games, holds the defensive
lead.
The two teams had a thriller at
Tempe last year before Wyoming
edged the Sun Devils 15-13, on the
graduated Jerry DePoyster's field
goal in the waning minutes of the
game. On the previous play, ASU
defensive end Dennis Farrel dropped an apparent interception
which would have stopped the
drive.
Arizona State leads the league
in rushing offense with an average

Pikes, Mother Carey's Shellack Opponents

CANTERBURY CHAPEL

that rate, Malone would break
WAC RELEASE
It was a big job to replace the Anderson's single season conference rushing records by almost
little man, but it appears that 50() yards if he were to continue.
Arizona State fullback Art MaTwo of Malone's super scatbacks
lone has succeeded.
also lead categories in Western
Malone, a 6-0, 190 pound junior, Athletic Conference individual
was given the task of replacing statistics • released Wednesday.
5-10, 170-pound Max Anderson Lennie Randle, better known as a
this season. All Anderson did in shortstop on the Sun Devil base1967 was rush for 1,188 yards for ball team, owns a narrow lead
a conference record. All he did over teammate Larry Walton in
was establish a solid ground game punt returns. Walton owns the
so quarterback Ed Roseborough scoring lead with four touchdowns
could fire at will to his superb for 24 points.
receivers.
Other category leaders include
It was quite an act to follow, Brooks Dawson, Texas-El Paso
but Malone has done the job. In quarterback in total offense and
two games he has rushed for 331 passing; and Bob Fowler, New
yards and two touchdown'S. At ·Mexico split end, receiving.
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ASU, Wyoming Dominate WAC Stats

Lobos Will Test KU Football Machine
ByUNM
SPORTS INFORMATION
UNM steps out of Western
Athletic Conference play this
weekend when the Lobos meet
the powerful Jayhawks at the
University of Kansas. Kickoff is
set for 1:30 p.m. (CDT) in Lawrence.
The Lobos suffered their third
straight league setback Saturday
losing to Arizona 19-8 while Kansas ran over 12th ranked Indiana
38-20 in Lawrence. New Mexico
enters the game with an 0-3
mark while the Jaybawks enter
with a 2-0 mark after a 47-7 win
over Illinois in the season opener.
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CAMPUS tAUNDRY
and CLEANING
Coin-op Dry-Cleaning
and laundry
Counselor Always on Duty
2106 Central S.E.
247.0836

~

"l-_5w~

know that
.,.,.

~'l\iii'Wii +:

rents

tuxedos

COMPLETE OUTFIT $10/COAT & TROUSERS $6-50
FIRST & GOLD
DIAL 247-4347

Bears In Trouble
Bridgers said before the season, "If we can win our first four
games, I just tell my boys we can
be number one.'' Looks like Papa
John will have to settle for something else, possibly anotner job.
Bridgers should not take the demotion too seriously if it comes
(as it likely will); Bruin alumns
are notoriously and downright ungracious with losing coaches.

You Are Tired
Of The 01' Way?

men's permo-press
./'

=-=!J
-.

The only way you can receive a 1969 UNM
Yearbook is to order one before October 12.
The price is $2.00 and includes the cost of
your photograph which will appear in the book.
Send your check to Mirage, Box 20, UNM

It\

sport shirts
2.97

-

lll:P
}A tet'
P"
Co\\~ge as .~

:

plaids, figures and solids
sport collars or button-down Ivy
collars

.~~G

From Coast to Coast

the leader in serving
the Insurance Needs
of College Men
and Women

Hess

BELLAs

Shop 10·9 Mon.-Fd .
.9-9 Satu~day
· , · 10-6 StJ'nday.

DEPARTMENT STORE
Fidelity Onion Life
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.. . .

CfxiRCb
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. ..': Corf\er Mendul.& CC.rlisle .. ,· · ·
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Inquire Into The Faith and Practice
Of The Episcopal Church
Classes Begin Oct. 6, 3:00 P.M.
Canterbury Chapel

450 Ash N.E.

-

f

-

'
Thursday, October 3, i968
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Of Running Mate

Wallace To Reveal Choice

r

t

f

~

'

Guest Organist

Anton Heiller, a European organist, will present a recital and
an organ workshop Oct. 25 and 26
at UNM. Tickets are on sale.

Anton Heiller Plans
UNM Organ Recital
Anton Heiller, one of Europe's
most famous organists, will present a recital at UNM Friday,
Oct. 25. Tli.e recital willbe at 8:15
p.m. in the Recital Hall of the
Fine Arts Center.
Heil1er -will also conduct an organ workshop in the Recital Hall
the following day.
Tickets for the recital or workshop are available from the music

Defense Beckons
I0.000 to Army

• i

I i
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i '

I '

I ;
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WASHINGTON (UPI) - The
Defense Department issued the
lowest monthly draft call in more
than three years Tuesday, requesting the Selective Service
System to provide 10,000 men for
the Army in November.
The figure compared with
quotas of 12,200 and 13,800 previously set for September and October respectively. It was the
lowest since the 7,900 call in
March, 1965.
Earlier this year the draft call
rose to . 48,000 in April, and to
45,900 in May, but the quotas
have been comparitively low
since.

Want Acls
BOARD&ROOM
1 WILL provide room & board for any
girl willing to help with some housekeeping & baby sitting for 2 sehool-age
children. 268-9291.
ROOMMATE WANTED to share qulet
furnished 2 bdrm apt. Prefer grad or
senior, call 268-8414, evening!,
FOR SALE
1953 MG TD Excellent condition. New
tires, recently overhauled engine. $1000.
Phone 296-2536.
CORRALES WINESAP APPLES. Freshly
picked. CriJ!p and tangy. For eating,
cooking, freezing. Qtllllity goAaranteed.
Only $5 for a 40-;ponnd boX. Call 8980450.
NEW AUTO STEREO with speakers, New
color organ. Take both for $100. 8428056 all day,
SET of the GREAT BOOKS. Excellent condition. 66 VoL with bookcase. $235.00.
PhoM 296-2481.

WELL MAINTAINED one owner '68
Rambler, 4 door s;;dan with mounted
11110w tires fol' . $600. Phone eveninga,
Santa Fe 9S3-21S8.

PITTSBURGH (UPI) - George
C. Wallace has r:hosen a running
mate and will reveal his choice at
a news conference in Pittsburgh
Thursday.
Gen. Curtis Lemay, former Air
Force chief of staff, has long been
mentioned as a possible vice presidential choice with the third
party candidate.
Wallace would neither confirm
nor deny that Lemay, a native of
Columbus, Ohio, would be his running mate.
Wallace ran into some 300 hecklers at a rally held on the fringes
of one of the city's Negro ghettoes.
"Pig," some 300 demonstrators
shouted from the balcony of the
Civic Arena as Wallace spoke to
an estimated 9,000 to 10,000 persons. The predominantly pro-Wallace crowd on the :floor of the
arerm drowned out the demonstrators with yells of "go home,
go home.''
"Draft Wallace," the demonstrators replied, waving a ·huge
banner that read "Reason saysdefeat Wallace.''
Over the bedlam, Wallace said:
"These are the kine of anarchists the country is sick and tired
of."
HHH Blasts Wallace
Vice President Hubert Humphrey climaxed a triumphant threestate Southern tour Wednesday
with a strong blast at George
Wallace while one of the biggest
crowds of his campaign roared
approval in his ears.
What a night! What a night!"
beamed Humphrey. "Great!
Great!"
About 14,000 persons cheered
loudly when Humphrey hammered away at the third party candidate's "strategy of organized
hate.''
Humphrey unleashed his strongest attacks on the former Alabama governor during the swing
through Dixie, and he received
some of his wannest ovations for

department office at the University. Tickets for either event are
$2.50 or $1.50 for UNM students
while tickets are $4 and $2 for the
general public.
In the autumn of 1945 Heiller
was appointed professox of organ
at the Academy of Music. Strict
observance of performance practices of different :Periods combined with personal freedom of in- it.
terpretation gives 4is playing the
impression that the work he is
performing is being created at the
moment he is playing it.
In April, 1963, Heiller was invited to New York by the New
York Philharmonic Orchestra to
be soloist in the :Premiere of Paul
Hindemith's Concerto for Organ
and Orchestra, given in celebration of the opening season at
Lincoln Center.
Heiller will be playing the 2,741-pipe organ installed earlier
has a second ca,.,plct~ loc~ti<~•
now .'If (l!ntraiJ;,llarv~~d (I of,
this year in the recital hall. The
Hat-Vai'd st) acr~tf fr•rn UN/I\
largest three-keyboard instrument
ccnc:ert fhli. !lou: II find-the
in New Mexico, it is designed to
~mount Store ({crm~r/y at
play compositions f o r organs
~:524- (cntrJI) -also <.lmeJ,EfC.
ranging from baroque to con>I! at loGe }fARVARPf£ t47~2693
temporary.

Lobo Advertizers
Patronize ·

He also had lambasted Wallace where the U.S. Atlantic fleet is
before 7,000 to 10,000 in a Jack- headquartered, said Russian sea
sonville, Fla., street rally earlier power already was threatening
Wednesday and before 11,500 stu- American sea might. He said the
Soviet Union's merchant fleet
dents at the University of Ten
probably
would "surpass ours in
nessee at Knoxville Tuesday
night. In each instance, only a the early 1970's."
few Wallace supporters were on
The GOP candidate said there
hand.
had been an "abrupt default"
The trip was in sharp contrast since 1960 in a commitment by
to other Humphrey forays where former Republican Pres ide n t
he met with bitter heckling from Dwight D. Eisenhower to build a
anti-war demonstrators.
nuclear powered Navy. He cited
Humphrey likened Wallace's in particular the failure to detactics with those of Nixon when velop what he called an adequate
he said: "These are the tactics nuclear submarine fleet.
Wallace said he would announce
also found in the campaign of my
Republican opponent-a man who his vice presidential running i:nate
continues this appeal in his Thursday in Pittsburgh, CBS
speeches-and who will be fully news correspondent Nelson Benin their debt should he win the ton reported the choice would be
retired Air Force Chief of Staff
presidency."
Nixon, speaking in Norfolk Curtis Lemay.

WHO SAYS?
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Information Meeting
for
Career Interviewing
Thursday, Sept. 26
~~!i

Maine's Muskie
English Proficiency Exam Urges Lottery
Discontinued Last Spring For Draft Call·

By PAT McCRAW
Staff Writer
Beginning this semester, incoming freshmen are being
placed in English classes according to their ACT scores
instead. of the English Proficiency Examination (EPE)
which was discontinued last
spring.
Dr. Roy Pickett, Director of
Freshman English, said that
the EPE was eliminated at the

general faculty meeting because the EPE didn't correlate
to anything. It was statistically supported that passing the
EPE had no relation to grades
in any other classes.
The freshman whose ACT
scores do not qualify him to
get into freshman English 101
must earn a passing grade in
English review 010 before going into freshman English 101,
Pickett said.
·

English review 010 has been
revised. Instead of starting out
with grammar basics, the
freshmen wil !start out with
five weeks of speed reading.
The freshmen have classes in
groups of 40, but will soon be
broken down into groups of 20.
After the students learn to
express themselves through
writing, said Pickett, the focus
will be on learning grammar.
The students in the class, he
added, will criticize the papers.

Boulder, Colo., (UPI) - Democratic Vice Presidential nominee
Edmund Muskie Thursday called
for a lottery-type draft system
with possible non-military alternatives for young men.
Muskie told a crowd of severai
thousand University of Colorado
students the alternative to actual
military service would include a
"broad range" of programs, including possibly the poace corps,
teacher corps and VISTA.
Muskie proposed that lP-yearolds be subject to a "fair, and impartial random lottery system,"
under which the men would be
vulnerable to draft for only one.
year. If they were not sP.Jected
during that one year thev would
not be required to serve "unless
tJ:.ere was ~ prolonged national
emergency.'' ·
4,000 athletes already on hand
A 19-year-old draftee would
DENVER (UPI)-A U.S. Olym- ing and. medical examination.
The Executive Committee of knew nothing of the battle. How- have the choice of serving his
pic team official said yesterday
"it's business as usual" and the the International Olympic Com- ever, several team leaders declar- time at once or waiting until he
first group of U.S. athletes set mittee (IOC), meeting in special ed certain sections of Mexico City had finished two years of college
or vocational education. Officer
to leave for riot-torn Mexico City session in Mexico officially decided off limits to their athletes.
to .proceed with the games Oct.
will depart today as scheduled.
Some of the housing develop- candidates could postpone their
Everett Barnes, acting execu- 12 in spite of demands from some ment buildings are 30 stories high. military service until completion
tive director of the team, said team officials that they be can- All were emptied Thursday on or- of four years of college.
celled.
plans had not been changed.
ders of the army which was deterAsks Higher Pay
"None of the demonstrations or mined to clean out the snipers who
"I heard :from Mexico this
He also said military pay
morning, and we are to go ahead violence have at any time been still were shooting at the sol- should be made more attrac.tive
as .planned," he said. "We're not directed against the Olympic diers and police on the ground.
and that civilians should be used
Games •.. we have been assured
going to change anything."
in place of servicemen wherever
Flying Bullets
A large contingent, including (by Mexican authorities) that
possible. He also called for
Oscar Lujano, a UPI secretary strengthening local draft boards
the women's track and field team, nothing will interfere with the
was to leave Denver today for Olympics," the IOC message said. who lives in the area and who through national standards.
Mexican army commanders had aided in news coverage of the
Mexico City.
"We should give careful conMargaret Bales said if it had earlier Thursday ordered evacua- fighting, reported that bullets sideration to permit voluntary nabeen decided the team would not tion of a nine block housing de- were still flying everywhere tional service as an alternative to
go "I might go down there any- velopment where snipers peppered Thursday morning.
military service," Muskie told
troops and police with gunfire in
"I asked protection of an apart- the orderly crowd at his outdoor
way."
the continuing challenge to the ment dweller who let me come speech in chilly 50-degree weathNine Year Training
"Do you think that after train- authority of the Mexican govern- in," Lujano said. "He told me to er.
go upstairs and on the third floor Young men choosing the non-miliing for this for nine years, I ment.
I saw a group of snipers, one of tary route could launch a broad
Pitched Battle
wouldn't go 1" she asked.
whom
had a machinegun, who
A
pitched
battle
in
the
complex
Bill McMillan, a Marine on the
at the troops below.''
were
firing
night
between
army
Wednesday
shooting team, also scheduled to
Government
spokesmen said
troops
and
students
left
27
perleave today, said if the games
were cancelled it wouldn't bother sons dead, 26 of them civilians. that one soldier was killed, plus
him as much as it would some of More than 100 persons were two officers wounded. But riot police pointing to a huge powder
wounded and 500 arrested.
the younger participants.
The fighting Wednesday night stain on the sxith story of Qne
Most of the U.S. squad has been
in Denver the past week for final occurred some 15 miles from the tall building said "many solapparel and identification process- Olympic Village, and most of the diers fell there."

P.S. More intriguing courses to come.

Team

Leaves

GO WESTERN
GO

WRANGLER®

of the meeting
·Pour yourself Into authentic
slim Wrangler western styling
that will look great forever!

HELP WANTED

To clean CanterburY Ohapel on Sattirda)l'li.

Phone 247-2515, Father Crews.
MISCELLANEOUS
:KELL ROBERTSON sings folk, country,
bltlcs, Saturday, 9 n.m. at the THUNDERBffiD, PLACITAS, 2G¢ door charge.
PERSONALS
STUDENTS-WE'D LIKE 'l'O PAMPER
YOU I Modem aeeonunodatlons within
walking. distance from l'!alnpua, Phone
248·2881.

H. M. CAMPBELL
Dltector
Placement Center

attack on poverty and the roots
'of deprivation at home and abroad, he said.
Calls Draft Unfair
Muskie drew loud applause
when he said, "To put it bluntly,
the present system is unfair and
unjust."
During a brief question-andanswer session with the students,
Muskie said he thought there
were "excesses" on both sides at
the Democratic National Convention in Chicago.
He also said the VietNam war
must be ended as quyickly as possible through a negotiated settlement.
"I'm for taking a calculated
risk in achieving negotiated settlement," he said.

Fulbright Award
Applications Due
UNM students who are ;planning to apply for Fulbright-Hays
scholarships for study abroad
must do so by Monday Oct. 7.
Applications are available in
the office of Gerald M. Slavin,
Flubright adviser, 1717 Roma
N.E.
The program is intended to increase understanding b e t w e en
;people of the U.S. and the 52
countries in which the recipie~ts
may study.
---·
Applicants must be U.S. Citizens, have a bachelor's degree or
its equivalent by the beginning
date of the grant, and in most
cases, be proficient in the language of the country to be visited.
The grants provide tuition,
maintenance for one academic
year, transportation, insurance,
and an incidental allowance.

Radical Rush to ~elp
Berets With Petition

'""""""" Geo. Bldg. 122
4:00-6:00 p.m.

include discus•
sions of interviewing
procedures, qualities
employers are seeking, free services of
the Placement Center. All seniors from
any field should attend.

No. 16

ACT Scores Used

Olympic

looking for a new concept in spiritual education? Well, look no
more. Enroll in the "Who Says 11 course in.the College and Career
Department of the First Baptist Church. Storts October 6th. Runs
for thirteen Sundays. Who Says apologetics isn't interesting? See
you Sunday at 9:30 A.M. (Now tha.t's not too early to get up.) Oh,
almost forgot .•. the place is 123 Broadway S.E. Don't you
forget.
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SENIORS
Attend the
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Despite Mexico Riots

theARl CENTER

Take Time Out!

.

Peter Polly
72 VVINROCK

PH.

298*4511
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Radical Rush

Radical Rush agreed last night to work with Brown Beret members
in securing names on a petition askmg for the recall of the City
Commission. Both groups feel that the Commission has misused its
powers over the dty police department,

By JOY HART
Staff Writer
Community Action Workshop
of Radical Rush agreed last night
to work with the Brown Berets
in gaining signatures on a peti~
tion asking for a recall election
of the Albuquerque City Commission.
The petition reads, in part:
"We believe that the City Commissioners have violated their
duties as elected officials of the
people by the Commission's continued refusal to exercise its
powers to guarantee an Albuquerque Police Department which protects the rights and liberty of
the people.''
Volunteers
Twenty students volunteered to
help with the campaign, which, if
successful, would result in a citywide election of a new city commission. 3800 signatures must be
secured within the next 57 days
since the petition was filed 13
days ago.
Brown Beret gripes against
the city police center around
complaints of police brutality in
'the "barrios'' (poor neighborhoods). The most important complaints are against policeman
Larry Ward, who shot and killed
a junior high boy last summer.
Gilbert Ballejos, Brown Beret
leader, said that there had been
five killings by policemen in the
Albuquerque area during the last
two years. All those killed were

Spanish Americans, he said.
The Brown Berets are an organization "to help the Spanish
American people," who "really
need the help," said one Brown
Beret. member.
There are about 30 members in
Albuquerque. The group has been
organized for four months. The
Brown Berets originally began
in Los Angeles as a means to
divert the destructive energies of
Spanish American young men into
constructive energies, said Allan
Cooper, a Radical Rush member.
Major Purpose
Cooper stressed that a major
purpose in getting signatures on
the petition would be to inform
the people of Albuquerque about
what is really going on in the city.
The present commission would
probably be reelected if an elec.
tion was held, he said.
It is possible to present petitions calling for a recall election
every six months, Cooper said.
"A recall election would be a historical first in Albuquerque,"
Ballejos added.
Last August after the shooting
by Larry Ward, the Brown Berets
presented three demands to the
City Commission. One asked the
group to establish a civilian review board for policemen. Radical
Rush members agreed to discuss
the possibility of sponsoring another petition asking for a referendum on this issue at their next
meeting.
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